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COORDINATOR’S 

CORNER 
 
Are you planning to attend the IAJGS 20th 
Summer Conference in Salt Lake City in July?  
Have you started organizing your files, data, and 
family charts? Be well prepared and you will 
make the best use of your time and energy at the 
conference as you network with other Galicia 
researchers and do your research! 
 
What will the Conference offer Galicia 
researchers? 
 
The annual Gesher Galicia SIG meeting will be 
held from 1:00 - 2:00 PM on Sunday, July 9. In 
addition to reports from the Gesher Galicia 
Steering Committee (GGSC), we will introduce 
coordinators (or representatives) of Galicia 
town-based research groups. If you have recently 
formed a group or wish to, or if you wish to be 
town historian for your town, please let Shelley 
know. We have asked these groups to provide a 
handout for conference attendees. 
 
The Kolbuszowa (KRRG) and the Suchostav 
(SRRG) Region Research Groups are also 
scheduled to meet on Sunday. Others are 
planning Birds-of-a-Feather sessions for later in 
the week. Please let me know about your plans.  
 
Gesher Galicia (GG) will sponsor one of the 
conference luncheons on Tuesday, July 11 from 
12:15 - 1:45 p.m. GG webmaster Mark Heckman 
will be our speaker and his topic will be “A 
Galitzianer’s Journey.” The luncheon will be 
open to any conference attendee and will not be 
limited to our membership. We hope that some 
new researchers will be there.  
 
In addition to the conference sessions related to 
Galicia listed elsewhere in this issue, this is a 
golden opportunity to meet, network, share our 
research with others researching Galicia, and use 
of one of the finest genealogical resources in the 
world—the LDS (Mormon) Family History 
Library (FHL). At the FHL, one entire floor 
consists of its European collection of non-

English language microfilm reels, books, and 
maps. FHL staff members will be on hand to 
help us translate documents in Polish, German, 
Russian, and other European languages. (Bring 
copies of foreign language documents you may 
already have, but do NOT bring original 
documents! ) 
 
You can prepare for your trip to the Conference 
in July by identifying the microfilms you want to 
use at the Family History Library before you 
come to the conference. There is no need to go 
to a local Family History Center because the 
Family History Library Catalog is located on the 
Internet at 
http://www.familysearch.org/search/searchcatalo
g.asp . 
 
You may already be involved in indexing or 
transcribing data or translating documents found 
in LDS or other records for Galicia. You will 
surely want to do your personal research at the 
FHL. In addition, you may consider profiting 
from your time at the FHL to volunteer to create 
a surname index of a reel or two of microfilms 
(or books) of interest to you and relevant for the 
SIG.. Later you can announce your results to the 
Galicia SIG Discussion Group and have them 
published as finding aids in The Galitzianer and 
on the GG web site. 
 
Please let us know if you are working on 
indexing, transcription, or translation projects 
that we may not be aware of. We hope that you 
and others are not duplicating each other’s 
efforts. Whether you are a shtetl group leader, 
town historian, or just “doing your own thing,” 
keep our membership informed and current by 
submitting quarterly updates (however in-depth 
or brief) to the editor of The Galitzianer, and 
to Melody Katz, Research Chair. 
 
I hope that the research opportunities at the FHL 
and the excitement and enthusiasm of sharing 
information at the conference will serve as a 
springboard for a more intensified and dedicated 
focus on Galicia research this coming year! 
 
See you in Salt Lake City! 

 
Shelley Kellerman 
PolleroRkpollero@starpower.net 
 

 
 

TOWN UPDATES 
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BORISLAV/DROHOBYCZ/ 
SAMBOR 

 
Who would have thought that four people in 
Canada and the USA, who in the summer of 
1999 had never heard of one another, would by 
November be in contact through e-mail daily, 
sometimes several times each day. This is what 
the genealogy bug does. 
 
Our interests started with Drohobycz but with 
Alex Sharon on board, it quickly moved to 
Borislav where he had grown up.  The two cities 
were linked. Borislav was once a small village 
just outside of Drohobycz but when oil was 
discovered in the mid 19th century, it became a 
boom town. Jews started the oil and ozokerite 
(paraffin) industries and in the early days many 
Jews found employment. A few made fortunes. 
 
It soon became apparent that we needed a web 
site to help Jewish genealogists explore the 
history of this special area in the Carpathian 
foothills of the southern part of Galicia and to 
capture reminiscences of the lost Jewish 
community that lived there. As we continued and 
made contact with others who had ancestors in 
this area, we realized that concentrating on the 
two towns was too limiting. These two busy 
towns were magnets for people from 
surrounding, smaller villages. People moved 
from town to town. Girls from one village 
married boys in another. It was an area 
interconnected by families and businesses and 
names kept reappearing.  We decided to enlarge 
our area of research and include even the larger 
town of Sambor, which did not yet have a web 
site.We realized that to create our web site, much 
information needed to be collected, translated, 
and entered into databases. The Yizkor Book for 
Drohobycz, Borislav and surrounding towns had 
not been translated and a treasure trove for 
family information found in the 1929 Business 
Directory for Poland is not yet available on the 
web. 
 
The four of us divided the tasks. Laurel White 
took on establishing the web site, Carole Glick 
Feinberg, the mailing list, Valerie Schatzker, the 

organization of the Yizkor Book translation, and 
Alex Sharon, the research on the towns and the 
business directory. Of course, these tasks have 
expanded as new contacts are made and new 
material unearthed.  But we also have offers of 
help from many new friends all over the world.  
In this lies the great reward for all this effort, 
new friends and of course, a greater 
understanding of the lives of our forebears. 
 
Since the summer of 1999, we have found a 
colleague in Israel who has the Yizkor Book and 
will be our translation expert, a most generous 
American who has been researching this area for 
years and has generously shared his knowledge, 
and many others who have written their stories 
and offered their assistance. 
 
We have not yet set a date for the launch of our 
new web site, but we have established an on-line 
discussion group mailing list on JewishGen. Go 
to: http://www.jewishgen.org/listserv/sigs.htm 
Click on Borislav, Drogobych, Sambor & 
Vicinity. 
 
Valerie Schatzker 
Toronto, Ontario 
Syringa@sympatico.ca 

 
 
 

GORODENKA 
 
Mark Heckman and I have been working on the 
Gorodenka Web Site for a couple of years. We 
are now in the process of trying to get Sefer 
Horodenker (the Yizkor Book) translated. At the 
1999 Summer Seminar on Jewish Genealogy in 
New York City, we—along with other 
Horodenker researchers and Joyce Field—set up 
the fundraising project and we are beginning to 
get people to contribute. I have sent an e-mail to 
all those in the Family Finder who are 
researching our town. Mark suggests that we use 
the Gesher Galicia site to find others who might 
be interested in our project.  
 
The project to translate “Sefer Horodenker” is 
now under way. We have translated the Table of 
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Contents and the Yizkor List of Holocaust 
Victims. Sefer Horodenker, published in 1962, is 
over 400 pages long. The vast majority of the 
book is in Yiddish and Hebrew with only a small 
English preface describing the town.  
 
The book contains a wealth of stories about the 
history of Jewish life in the town as well as first 
hand accounts of its destruction in WW II.  
 
We have set up a fund-raising project through 
the “Yizkor Book Translation Project” that is 
part of JewishGen in order to find a professional 
translator to complete the project.  
 
If any of the members of Gesher Galicia who are 
researching Gorodenka/Gorodenka are willing to 
make a tax-deductible contribution you may do 
so by accessing: 
 
http://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/yizkortrans.ht
ml   
 
At this site you’ll find the appropriate forms and 
procedures for making donations.  
 
Those of us working on this project for the past 
few years are now seeing some progress for the 
translation of this most valuable text of our 
ancestors. If anyone has any questions they may 
contact me at nberman@worldnet.att.net.  
 
Norman Berman 
Nberman@worldnet.att.net 
 
 

KOLBUSZOWA REGION   
By Susana Listener Bloch 

 
I am sure many of you have been wondering 
about the long silence. It has been a disastrous 
few months.  My server had a major “glitch” 
while upgrading some hardware and messages 
were lost, both incoming and out. To make 
matters worse, a month or so later, while 
upgrading my own computer I lost most of my 
files. It has taken me the best part of three month 
to recoup all my losses.  
 
THE WEBSITE: 
 
Our web site is almost ready for launching. 
There was a delay, due to a software problem 
and it had to be started from scratch. Neil 

Emmer saved the day by stepping forward to 
help Jonathan Ansell and the web site is now 
well in progress. 
 
FAMILY TREES: 
 
I would urge you all to submit your family trees 
to the Family Tree of the Jewish People (FTJP), 
where they will get the largest exposure and 
remain as a record for future generations. 
 
SHTETL LEADERS: 
 
Some of our members have graciously accepted 
the task of serving as Shtetl leaders for their 
shtetlach. These are some of them: 
 
BARANOW—Mike Swidler 
mnswid@massed.net 
 
MIELEC—Howard  Leib 
Liebdoc@aol.com 
 
RADOMYSL WIELKI—Bennett Weinstock 
Benweinstock@worldnet.att.net 
 
ROPCZYCE—Doug S. Sandhaus 
Sandhaus@aol.com 
 
TRZEBOS—Mary Bier Wilson 
mbwilson@mindspring.com 
 
SOKOLOW—Barbara L. Kornblau 
BarbaraLK@aol.com 
 
TYCZYN—George Salton 
Glsalton@aol.com 
 
CMOLAS Webpage—Charles Blitzer 
charles_blitzer@email.msn.com 
 
 
SHTETL UPDATES   
 
DEBICA 
 
I would like to inform you that I added to Debica 
web site lately many interesting photos and 
postcards from “old Debica.” I will appreciate if 
I will receive more old photos from Debica. 
 
The address of the Debica web site is: 
http://www.geocities.com/~pisrael  
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The Debica webpage can also be accessed 
through JewishGen ShtetLinks at: 
http://www.jewishgen.org/ShtetLinks/   (Poland) 
 
Israel Preker 
“Israelp"  pisrael@netvision.net.il  
 
LANCUT 
 
I am starting to collect material to be included in 
the ShtetLinks Lancut site. Please send 
photographs, both pre-war as well as good 
pictures from your last trip to Lancut, postcards, 
travelogues, town plans, interesting texts, and 
anything related to Lancut, that might be used 
for the web site. 
 
Also, I will soon register a Lancut Yizkor Book 
translation project with JewishGen so that this 
very rich source of information about once 
thriving Jewish community containing hundreds 
of names of Lancuters become available to all of 
us. Those who have parts of book already 
translated; those who would like to donate 
translation from Yiddish or Hebrew and those 
who would like to donate money to this project 
should contact me. 
 
Peter Jassem 
jassep@tdbank.ca 
 
 
PILZNO 
 
I added three new pieces to the Pilzno 
ShtetLinks site over the past few months. Two 
are interviews with survivors from the same 
family. Rachel Bochner and Helen Cohen both 
survived the war in Pilzno by hiding in a bunker 
under a barn with other family members. I 
interviewed Helen, and I transcribed an 
interview with Rachel conducted by her nephew 
after he sent me the tape. As a result of these two 
interviews being on the Pilzno ShtetLinks site, 
the daughter of another one of the persons who 
survived in the same bunker contacted me with 
more information about her father; we plan to 
post his story soon. 
 
A third new piece is a report on the two recent 
trips to Pilzno by Rabbi Josef Singer and his 
extended family. Rabbi Singer was born in 
Pilzno, and came to America before the war. His 
parents, however, died in Pilzno and are buried 
there in the cemetery. A dream of Rabbi Singer's 

was to reconsecrate the Pilzno Jewish cemetery, 
clean it up and build a fence around it. He 
accomplished this task between 1995 and 1998, 
and during that latter trip did consecrate a newly 
cleaned and fenced Pilzno Jewish Cemetery. I 
also have a videotape of his trip and the 
consecration of the cemetery. His granddaughter 
wrote the story for the Pilzno ShtetLinks page. 
Rabbi Singer lives in New York City. 
 
I am still interested in interviewing survivors 
from Pilzno. If you know of anyone please get in 
touch. 
 
Sharlene Kranz 
SKranz@CapAccess.org 
Washington, DC 
 

 
 

ROZWADOW 
 
Efforts to preserve memories of the Rozwadow 
shtetl are taking shape through the Rozwadow 
shtetl group of the KRRG. First, we are now part 
of Yizkor book project of JewishGen at 
     
http://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/rozwadow/roz
wadow.html#top  
 
We greatly need your help and contributions.  
The Yizkor Book Project is a work-in-progress 
to translate the Rozwadow Yizkor Book in its 
entirety. We need help from volunteers willing 
to spend a little time and contribute a lot forever 
by translating sections of the Yizkor book 
project.  JewishGen and we are happy to 
acknowledge your contributions with handsome 
certificates and at the JewishGen Yizkor Book 
web site. 
 
Also we would appreciate any memories, 
photographs or other memorabilia you can 
contribute to the Rozwadow web site. 
 
Peter Dreifuss 
PeteDr@aol.com 
 
STRZYZOW 
 
The Strzyzow group is just beginning. We have 
one piece of exciting news. Harry Langsam, the 
translator (and publisher) of the original 
Strzyzow Yizkor Book into English, has agreed 
to allow us to publish excerpts on JewishGen. 
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We will be working on this throughout the 
spring. We acquired good copies of photographs 
from the Library of Congress, which will also be 
included. 
 
Those researchers with roots in Strzyzow have 
been contacted; we hope they will forward 
photographs and stories for our intended page on 
Strzyzow. 
 
On another note, I will be leading the June trip to 
Krakow. I have already contracted with a guide 
to visit Strzyzow, and would be most happy to 
have others join me in this endeavor. 
 
Phyllis Kramer 
Phylliskramer1@worldnet.att.net 
 

 
 

TARNOBRZEG 
 
Coming soon, to the Tarnobrzeg web page, the 
name list from Jadwiga Muszynska's book, 
written about in Professor Hundert’s article in 
Avotaynu, Zydzi w miastach wojewoddztwa 
sandomierskiego i lubelskeigo w XVIII wieku or 
Jews of the Provinces of Sandomierz and Lublin 
during the Eighteenth Century. One hundred 
names of the citizens of Dzikow later called 
Tarnobrzeg. At a later date, we will post the 
donor lists of the Colel ( Kollel) Hibath 
Jerusalem, for the years 1924, 1928 and 1929. 
WANTED: additional info to share, to post on 
the web page. Also coming this year, we hope, 
from the Polish archives system a CD-ROM 
listing all the censuses taken in Poland and 
record location by archive. 
 
Gayle Schlissel Riley   
Tarnobrzeg's ShtetLink Director  
key2pst@pacbell.net 
 

 
 

KROSNO AREA  
 

We have expanded our Zmigrod Nowy focus 
into a research group for the Krosno area, to 
include the nearby towns that were part of the 
Krosno Administrative District where Jews lived 
in 1877 Galicia.  The subdistricts of Krosno 
were the towns of Dukla, Korczyna, and 

Zmigrod Nowy or Stary, and there were many 
small shtetls within these subdistricts. 

 
ZMIGROD NOWY 

 
Three years ago, five researchers got together on 
the Internet (via JewishGen — we had never 
met), and hired a researcher to gather records in 
Zmigrod. The results were fantastic . . . over 750 
BMD records were gathered—photographs and 
travelogues were amassed, and a web page was 
created.  Even more wonderful were the 
friendships that were made. And this month, 
three of the original researchers (from The 
Netherlands, New York, and Connecticut) will 
gather for dinner with two survivors from the 
shtetl. Isn't genealogy exciting!!!!! 
 
Phyllis Kramer 
Wilton, CT & Savannah, GA 
Phylliskramer1@worldnet.att.net 

 
 
 

LEZAJSK  
By Sarah Katz 

 
I am pleased to announce that we have a Lezajsk 
research group. There are about 30 of us at the 
moment, some on e-mail, some not, some with a 
close interest in Lezajsk and others just keeping 
watch. I have volunteered to be coordinator and 
wish to thank Leon Gold for his very helpful 
Lezajsk research projects to date. Leon will 
continue to be involved with the group and give 
us guidance, as his time allows, and remains as 
Lezajsk town historian. 
 
We are initially working (or hoping to work) on 
the following projects: 
 
1. Having the Yizkor Book translated. Leon has 
already transliterated the necrology and I have 
now had seven of the Yiddish articles (and both 
the Yiddish and Hebrew table of contents) 
translated, which will be posted to the Yizkor 
book site in the not too distant future, when they 
are tidied up a bit.  
 
2. Material is being gathered for our Lezajsk 
Shtetlinks web page. Further contributions are 
sought. 
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3. We have the names of several Holocaust 
survivors from Lezajsk from whom we are 
hoping to obtain oral histories. 
 
4. Transcribing the LDS records for Lezajsk. 
 
5. Recording the grave information from the 
Mount Hebron Cemetery, NY where there is a 
plot for “Lesansk Young Men's Benevolent 
Society” which apparently has over 100 graves. 
 
Interested Lezajsk researchers are invited to 
contact me and let me know what you have been 
working on, what you would be willing to do 
with or for the group (e.g. data entry, copying 
records, etc.) and whether you are able to help 
with any of the above projects. If you have any 
material for the web-site, can translate Yiddish, 
Hebrew or Polish, can transliterate records or 
have computer skills, I would particularly love to 
hear from you. Or, if you live in New York and 
could help gather the information from Mt 
Hebron Cemetery, that would be great--it is a bit 
hard for me to do as I live in Auckland, New 
Zealand! And if you would just like to be kept 
informed of what we're doing, you can e-mail me 
also and I will add your name to the Lezajsk e-
mail list. Regular updates will be posted to 
Gesher Galicia and the Galicia SIG Discussion 
Group. 
 
Sarah Katz 
Auckland, New Zealand 
Skatz@budfin.co.nz 
 
 

LVIV  
By Errol Schneegurt 

 
There are now 162 members of the Lviv 
Research Group. We are now in the process of 
creating a web site for Lviv. Suggestions and 
data should be sent to the Coordinator. 

 
Errol Schneegurt, Coordinator  
eslviv@aol.com 
 

 
PRZEMYSL  

by Barbara Urbanska-Yeager 
 
The Przemysl Networking Group (PNG) 
presently has 63 members who have received 

over 180 messages that are distributed to group 
members through private e-mail. We are not 
archived on JewishGen. Check the PNG 
surname index at: 
http://www.jewishgen.org/ShtetLinks/przemysl/
pngindex.htm to see if any of your surnames 
have appeared in our messages.  
 
The following are highlights of the information 
shared with group members since the last issue 
of The Galitzianer.  
 
Books about the Przemysl Archives: 
I have received the following books through 
Inter Library Loan. Leon Gold has sent in 
materials from the book regarding village and 
manor records. I plan to write a more detailed 
article about selected issues presented in these 
books: 
 
Dziedziuk, Aurelia Spis zespolów calkowice 
opracowanych w Archiwum Panstwowym w 
Przemyslu. (List Of Fully Catalogued 
Collections In The State Archives In Przemysl) 
 
Dalecki, Maciej Akta szkól i administracji 
szkolnej w zasobie Archiwum Panstwowego w 
Przemyslu (School Records And Records Of 
School Administration In The Przemysl 
Archives Repository) 
 
Dziedziuk, Aurelia  Akta notariuszy w zasobie 
Archiwum Panstwowego w Przemyslu : 
przewodnik (Notary Records In The Repository 
Of The State Archives In Przemysl: A Guide). 
 
Proksa, Michal Akta wsi i dominiów w zasobie 
Archiwum Panstwowego w 
Przemyslu:informator (Village And Manor [?] 
Records In The Repository Of The State 
Archives In Przemysl) 
 
These books provide detailed descriptions of the 
archives' holdings and can be a wonderful 
resource. To give you an idea, book # 1 is a 
general list of types of holdings, with some 
amount of detail regarding towns, years, etc. 
(e.g. it includes a general list of school records, 
notary records, etc.). Book #2 is clearly an 
elaboration of the school records material listed 
in book #1. It provides a brief history of the 
educational system in the area, detailed 
information about each document collection, 
including materials regarding particular schools 
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(the oldest Jewish school record mentioned in 
the book goes back to 1789!). Each book 
includes information not only about Przemysl 
records but also about records for other towns in 
the area (for a listing of notary records also see 
Miriam Weiner’s book, Jewish Roots in Poland). 
  
Jewish Encyclopedia, 1905 
Leon Gold has sent in information about 
Przemysl from The Jewish Encyclopedia 
(originally published 1905 by Funk and 
Wagnalls Company, New York, and London). 
The Przemysl group received a synopsis of the 
JE article. It is worth mentioning here that, 
according to the article, the first reference to 
Jews in the city dates 1437 and that the earliest 
statistics list 18 Jewish families living in 
Przemysl in 1542 (including 7 house owners). 
 
Wiesenthal Center Web Site 
The Wiesenthal Center has on its web site 
information about various shtetls, including 
Przemysl. See the following webpages: 
 
http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/text/x27/xm2780.ht
ml (Information about Przemysl from 
Encyclopedia of the Holocaust – abbreviated 
version but includes information about major 
events during the Holocaust).  
 
http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/albums/palbum/p03/
a0154p2.html   (A photo album of pre-WWII 
Przemysl photos). 
 
For information on other shtetls, refer to the 
Wiesenthal Center web site at: 
http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/pages/swcindex/swc
index.html 
 
 
 
1913 Business Directory 
 
Leon Gold has sent in a PARTIAL list of 
Przemysl businesses from the 1913 Polish 
Business Directory, which is published in this 
issue. I underscore the fact that this is only a 
PARTIAL list. Leon has only a few pages from 
this directory. The 1913 directory is available on 
microfilm on interlibrary loan from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana.  Unlike the later 
directories, the 1913 Business Directory does 
NOT include addresses. The translation of Polish 
occupations was done by Leon Gold and Barbara 

U. Yeager.  If anybody is able to get access to 
the complete list, please let me know.  
 
Researchers interested in the Polish Business 
Directories in general may be interested in 
reading a new infofile recently published on 
JewishGen. This infofile, a Polish/French 
Occupation Translation Guide created by Ellen 
Sadove Renck, Coordinator of the Lida District 
Researchers Group, is available at 
http://www.jewishgen.org/infofiles/PolishBusDir
Occs.htm  . 
 
Yizkor Book Update 
I am pleased to announce that the Przemysl 
Yizkor Book Translation Project is progressing 
nicely. We have hired a professional Hebrew 
translator, Jessica Cohen, who has done a 
wonderful job. Presently, the Yizkor Book web 
site includes the following: Table of Contents, 
translated and contributed by Alan Hirshfeld; 
Hebrew and Yiddish surname indices, 
transliterated and contributed by Suzan Wynne; 
photo surnames index, compiled and contributed 
by Barbara U. Yeager; the two introductory 
Hebrew chapters, translated by Jessica Cohen 
and made possible by donations of researchers 
like you. Coming soon: the Holocaust section 

 
The Przemysl Yizkor Book web site address is: 
http://www.jewishgen.org/Yizkor/przemysl/prze
mysl.html . Check this web site periodically for 
updates. 
 
I would like to thank those of you who have 
contributed funds towards the translation. Please 
help us make sure that the legacy of the 
Przemysl Jews and their memories are preserved 
for future generations. Please contribute 
donations towards the Przemysl Yizkor Book 
translation project. Information about how to 
donate funds to this project can be found at 
http://www.JewishGen.org/JewishGen-
erosity/YizkorTrans.html.  
 
Blech family records index 
Ilan Blech has sent in the BLECH family records 
index, which he has received from the Przemysl 
Archives.. The following is a list of names 
included in Ilan’s index. Please note that, in 
some cases, it was difficult to determine if a 
given name was a first name or a surname (e.g. 
Jacob, Mindel). Therefore, it is recommended to 
check the entire list to see if your relatives are 
listed. The group has received the full list.  
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Surnames listed in Ilan's index are ARCHER, 
ARHER, ASCHER, BECK, BEK, 
BERGHRAN, BERGTRAUB, BLECH, 
BLOCH, FREUD, GELB, GELOHRTER, 
GOLDSTEIN, HIBLER, JACOB, KNOLLER, 
LAUB, LICHTBACH, MINDEL 
 
Photo of Jewish students 
I have received a beautiful photo of 5 students of 
the Jewish High School in Przemysl. The photo, 
taken in March 1938, depicts the following 
students (seeThe Galitzianer Spring/Summer 
1999 for lists of students of the Jewish 
elementary and high schools 1936/37): D. 
KLAUSNER, S. FREYER, H. BAKON, S. 
WEISSMAN, F.  BAKON 
 
Researcher in Przemysl: 
Georges Rosenfeld visited Poland last summer 
and found the following to be very helpful:  

 
Mr.  Krzyszof Kopanski 
ul Glazera 14/21 
37-70 Przemysl 
e-mail: drucik@priv.onet.pl 
Mr. Kopanski speaks English and is willing to 
answer any requests 
 
The State Archives in Rzeszow 
The Jewish History Research Center 
Director: Dr Grzegorz Zamoyski 
ul. Boznicza 2 
35-959 RZESZOW 
Tel (017)-8532684, fax (017) 8538304 
 
Other Materials 
Elsewhere in this issue, see the following 
materials previously shared with the group:  
 
List of Przemysl physicians murdered during 
World War II, submitted by Leon Gold   
 
Yad Vashem Archival Material: Guide to 
Unpublished Materials of the Holocaust Period 
(Listings for Przemysl), submitted by Rita 
Krakower Margolis 
 
Partial list of names from the 1913 Business 
Directory  
 
Barbara Urbanska-Yeager 
barbara-and-marty@email.msn.com  

 

 
RZESZOW  
By Marian Rubin 

 
Visit the Rzeszow website on JewishGen for 
easy links to three important resources for the 
city of Rzeszow: the 1,500 Rzeszow births; the 
Yizkor book translation (to date), and the 
JewishGen Family Finder. Thanks to Judie 
Ostroff-Goldstein who did the transliteration 
from Yiddish, a new list of names of some from 
Rzeszow who were killed in the Holocaust now 
appears on the website also. To access the 
Rzeszow website, go to  
 
http://www.jewishgen.org/shtetlinks/rzeszow   
 
Eden Joachim will chair the Rzeszow Research 
Group's meeting at the Salt Lake City conference 
in July. Please contact Eden or me if you have 
suggestions for the meeting. Eden Joachim can 
be reached at: EDENSARA@AOL.com . Look 
for a notice on the bulletin board in Salt Lake 
City. 
 
The Rzeszow Landsmanshaft in Israel will hold 
a world gathering of Rzeszow families from May 
28-June 1. I will attend, and look forward to 
interesting conversations with my landsleyt.  
 
If you are researching family from the city of 
Rzeszow and wish to add your name to the e-
mail list for the Rzeszow Research Group, please 
write to me. 
 
Marian Rubin merubin@aol.com 
Coordinator, Rzeszow Research Group 

 
 
 

STANISLAWOW  
(Ivano-Frankivsk) 

 
This is our newest group and will focus on the 
former Stanislawow, now Ivano-Frankivsk, 
Ukraine.  Contact Denise to get on the e-mail 
list. Denise is not in the 2000 GGFF, and if you 
wish to write to her, contact Leon Gold. 

 
Denise Azbill 
Famaz@aol.com 
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TARNOW 

By Howard Fink 
 

The Jewish Records Indexing - Poland Tarnow 
database now contains the complete records 
from LDS film numbers 0948421 and 0948422. 
There are five and one half years (1858-1863) of 
Birth records remaining to be entered from film 
number 0948420. The only other LDS film from 
Tarnow is film number 0742702, of earlier 
years, none of which has yet been entered. With 
the exception of the Death Indexes for 1871-
1876 the atabase contains ALL of the 
information in the microfilm records. 
 
Births—1849-1857, 1863-1870 
Marriages—1849-1870 
Deaths—1856-1870 
Deaths Index—1871-1876 
 
Howard Fink 
Tarnow Shtetl CO-OP Coordinator 
Jewish Records Indexing - Poland 
knowHow@110.net 
 
 

ZOLYNIA 
By Michael Miller 

 
A new website memorializing the village of 
Zolynia, near Lancut, in Poland was launched in 
April. The site contains geographic and 
historical information about the shtetl, and 
reference information such as local names from 
the 1891 and 1929 Business Directories. There 
are also lists of those interred at the three First 
Chevre Zoliner landsmanshaft cemetery plots 
and a photo gallery. All Zolynia researchers are 
invited to contribute materials for the site, which 
will be found at 
http://www.michaelamiller.com/zolynia.html  
For more information, please write to 
zolynia@michaelamiller.com  
 

Town-based Research Groups 
Bobrka 
 

Beverly Shulster 
Bev7@barak-
online.net 

Borislav, Drogobych, 
Sambor, & Vicinity 
 

Carole Feinberg 
Feincgs@mindspring.c
om 

Debica Israel Preker 
Pisrael@netvision.net.i
l 

Kolbuszowa Region 
Research Group 
 
 

Susana Leistner Bloch 
Bloch@escape.ca 

Kolomea Research Group 
 
 

Alan Weiser 
Alanboy@erols.com 
 
 

Kozlow Barbara Krasner-Khait 
Bkhait@aol.com 

Krakow Research Group 
 

Julian Schamroth 
Scham@inter.net.il 

Krakow—Jewish  
Records Indexing – 
Poland 
 

Judie Ostroff-
Goldlstein 
Wg@panix.com 

Krosno Area Research 
Group 
 
 
 

Phyllis Kramer 
Phylliskramer1@worl
dnet.att.net 
 

Kuty Research Group Phyllis Cole 
Phylliscole@hotmail.c
om 

Lancut Research Group 
 
 

Peter Jassem 
Jassep@tdbank.ca 

Lezajsk, Przeworsk, 
Pruchnik, Rozborz Town 
Historian 

Leon Gold 
LJG218@worldnet.att.
net 

Lezajsk Research Group Sarah Katz 
Skatz@budfin.co.nz 

Lviv Research Group Errol Schneegurt 
Eslviv@aol.com 

Pilzno Town Historian Sharlene Kranz 
Skranz@capaccess.org 

Przemysl Research Group Barbara Urbanska-
Yeager 
Barbara-and-
Marty@@msn.com 
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Rogatin & Zmigrod Nowy Phyllis Kramer 
Phylliskramer1@worl
dnet.att.net 

Rozwadow Peter Dreifuss 
PeteDr@aol.com 
 

Rzeszow Research Group Marian Rubin 
Merubin@aol.com 

Stanislawow (Ivano- 
Frankivsk Research 
 

Denise Azbill 
Famaz@aol.com 

Stryj Research Group Stan Ostern 
Stanstryj@aol.com 

Strzyzow 
 

Phyllis Kramer 
Phylliskramer1@worl
dnet.att.net 

Suchostav Region 
Research Group 

Joan Baronberg 
Njbaron@uswest.net 

Tarnobrzeg Gayle Schlissel Riley 
Key2pst@pacbell.net 

Tarnow Howard Fink 
KnowHow@110.net 

Ulanow Melody Katz 
MelodyKatz@aol.com 

Zmigrod Nowy Phyllis Kramer 
Phylliskramer1@worl
dnet.att.net 

Zolynia Michael Miller 
Zolynia@michaelamill
er.com 

 

 
 

TIDBITS 
 
 
 

 
 

KRAKOW (CRACOW), 
POLAND GHETTO 

REGISTER 
By Joyce Field 

 
Gesher Galicia is pleased to announce that the 
Krakow Ghetto Register is now online at  
http://www.jewishgen.org/databases/KrakowGhe
tto.htm  . The computerization of these 18000+ 
records was a cooperative effort by the United 
States Holocaust Memorial Museum and Gesher 
Galicia. 
 
The following volunteers worked on this task for 
Gesher Galicia: Dan Aronson, Reinhold Beuer-
Tajovsky, Phyllis Dahl, Carole Feinberg,  
Melody Katz, Shmuel Kehati, Judie Ostroff-
Goldstein, Edward Rosenbaum, Julian 
Schamroth, Alan Steinfeld, and Margo Stark  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ivary, who proofread the results. Without their 
help the task could not have been completed. 
 
The information for the database comes from the 
Document Archives of the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum. The collection 
consists of registration forms for the Jewish 
inhabitants of Krakow, Poland, which were 
created under the direction of the Jewish 
community in Krakow in response to a Nazi 
order, mostly during July and August 1940. No 
forms were made for children under the age of 
15. The database is a finding aid to the 
registration forms. Copies of individual 
registration forms will be provided in response 
to requests sent to the Museum at 
registry@ushmm.org. It is important to note that 
the registration forms do not contain information 
on the ultimate fate of the Krakow residents. 
 
Background: 
 
According to the Encyclopedia of the Holocaust, 
there were 60,000 Jews in Krakow in 1939 prior 
to the German occupation in September of that 
year. Many Krakow Jews fled, but other Jews, 
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particularly from neighboring towns of Skawina, 
Wieliczka, and Rabka, as well as some non-
Polish Jews, came to Krakow.   
 
Data: 
 
The information for the database comes from the 
Document Archives of the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum, Record Group 
15.058M.  The Museum obtained this collection 
from the Jewish Historical Museum (ZIH) in 
Warsaw, Poland.  The registration forms, in 
German, are arranged alphabetically on 20 reels 
of film.   
 
The collection consists of about 24,000 
registration forms for the Jewish inhabitants of 
Krakow, Poland.  The forms were created under 
the direction of the Jewish community in 
Krakow, in response to a Nazi order, mostly 
during July and August 1940.  No forms were 
made for children under the age of 15.  
 
The handwritten registration forms themselves 
contain the following information: Family and 
personal name, Place of birth, Marital status, 
Town of origin, Address in Krakow, Occupation. 
 
Up to two names of witnesses: the Nazis 
required two witnesses (often other family 
members) whose names, addresses, and 
occupations are listed with an explanation of 
how they know the registrant 
 
Thumbnail photograph of the registrant 
The database is a finding aid to the registration 
forms. Copies of individual forms will be 
provided in response to requests sent to the 
Museum at registry@ushmm.org. It is important 
to note that the registration forms do not contain 
information on the ultimate fate of the Krakow 
residents. 
 
Index sheets: 
 
Data entry for the database was done from the 
typed alphabetical index sheets that had the 
following information: Last name, First name, 
Middle name, Year of birth, Page # of index 
sheet, Line # on index sheet, Notes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Database fields: 
 
The fields in the database are: Reel number, List 
number (corresponding to page # on the index 
sheets), Line number, Surname, Forename, 
Midname, Birthyear, Notes 
 
 
Data entry: 
 
Gesher Galicia and USHMM worked 
cooperatively on the project to input the names 
on the index sheets into a database format. 
Volunteers at USHMM had input about half of 
the names when Gesher Galicia was approached 
by USHMM to assist in completing the data 
entry. The following volunteers worked on this 
task for Gesher Galicia: Dan Aronson, Reinhold 
Beuer-Tajovsky, Phillis Dahl, Carole Feinberg, 
Melody Katz, Shmuel Kehati, Judie Ostroff-
Goldstein, Edward Rosenbaum, Julian 
Schamoroth, Alan Steinfeld, and Margo Stark 
Ivary who proofread the results.  
 
Any illegible data on the index sheets or other 
problems were referred to USHMM for 
resolution during the time of data entry. When 
the Excel spreadsheets were completed by the 
Gesher Galicia team, they were sent to USHMM, 
which had its own team of volunteers proofread 
the material again and then combine all data into 
the format which is now ready for submission. 
 
Postscript: 
 
In addition to the registration forms, the Museum 
also has an uncatalogued collection of files on 
Krakow ghetto residents. While this collection is 
extensive, it does not appear to contain 
information on all residents and it only includes 
family names from A-N. The contents of these 
files vary considerably, but often include 
information on children. These files will also be 
searched in response to requests. 
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20th INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON JEWISH 
GENEALOGY IN SALT LAKE 
CITY 

 
 

If you haven't already done so, make your 
arrangements now for the IAJGS Summer 
Conference (July 9-13)!  
 
Here are some of the Galicia-related meetings 
and lectures:  
 
SUNDAY, July 9  
11:45-12:45 Suchostav 

Region   
 

1:00-2:00 Galicia SIG Shelley 
Pollero 

3:30-4:30 Kolbuszowa 
Region   

Susana Bloch 

MONDAY, July 10  
2:00-3:00 Jewish 

Records of the 
Austro-
Hungarian 
Empire 

Daniel 
Schlyter 

4:30-5:30 How to Read 
Hungarian 
Records 

Daniel 
Schlyter 

TUESDAY, July 11  
11:00-12:00 JRI-Poland 

Project 
Stanley 
Diamond 

12:15-1:45 Galicia SIG 
Luncheon 

Mark 
Heckman 

4:30-5:30 Ukraine 
Research 

Vlad 
Soshnikov 

WEDNESDAY, July 12  
4:30-5:30 Establish-

ment of 
Jewish Names 
in the 
Austrian 
Empire 

Henry 
Wellisch 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

AUSTRIAN GENEALOGY 
GUIDE 

 
A new “Beginner's Guide to Austrian-Jewish 
Genealogy” is available on the BohMor web site. 
Visit 
http://www.jewishgen.org/bohmor/ausguide.htm  
and let me know if you have any comments, 
corrections or additions. 
 
Randy Schoenberg 
Los Angeles, CA 
http://www.primenet.com/~randols 

 
BREMEN PROJECT 

 
Do you want to volunteer to transcribe passenger 
lists? E-mail me at <dbaer@dialupnet.com> and 
tell me if you want to volunteer for the 1903 
Project or The Bremen Project. Browse 
http://users.dialupnet.com/dbaer/volunteer.htm  
 
[screen shot??] 
The 1903 Project passenger lists: Free Download 
this file once a week as it does change. Unzip 
them to a subdirectory and click on your 
desktop. Press F3 to search the subdirectory you 
placed the ship files in for your ancestor’s 
surname. 
 
For a powerful search program that can search 
an unopened zip file, use the Examine program, 
downloadable from the URL above.  
 
You can also learn about my great grandparents 
Samuel and Sarah Schantz by browsing 
http://users.dialupnet.com/dbaer/schantz.htm   
My homepage is  
http://users.dialupnet.com/dbaer/ As an incentive 
for someone who plans to go to the former area 
of Galicia with a video camera, if the person 
goes to Dobromil as part of their travels and 
does a sizable videotaping of the major sites of 
this town, I will convert their 8mm or VHS 
videotape to a compact disc so they can view 
their video on their own computer. I will do this 
for free. I will also do this for those travelling 
onto the Ukraine and doing videotaping of the 
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city of Mukachevo, Ukraine (formerly Munkacs, 
Hungary). Contact me by e-mail. 
 
Dennis Baer   Dbaer@dialupnet.com 
 
 

1890 IMMIGRANTS FROM 
AUSTRIA, POLAND, AND 

GALICIA 
By Dr. Howard M. Relles 

 
While searching for my grandparents among 
1890 immigrant ship's arrivals into New York 
(using the microfilmed records at the National 
Archives and Records Administration, NARA), I 
have been preparing an index of all of those who 
indicated that they were citizens of Austria, 
Poland, and Galicia. This index is now up to 
about 43,000 names.  
 
In about a month, I plan to put the completed 
index (should be about 45,000 names) onto the 
Internet at several sites for everyone's free use. 
 
Subsequently, I am planning to do the same for 
the 1891 arrivals.  
 
It may be of interest to you that the LDS, in 
conjunction with Ellis Island, is currently 
preparing a computerized list of all those just 
Austrian, Polish, and Galician citizens) who 
came through Ellis Island between 1892 and 
1924. This will be a great boon to genealogists.  
 
Additionally, for your information if you are just 
beginning your search, indices of ship arrivals 
already do exist at NARA: (a) 1897-1902 
Alphabetic Index; and (b) 1902-1943 Soundex 
Index. These are only about 85-90% complete 
and are not on computer but they are still a 
wonderful source. 
 
I am nearing the completion of my Index of 
1890 NY Ship's Arrival Records of those who 
responded to the “citizenship” question as 
Poland, Austria, or Galicia. I still have not found 
my own grandparents so I will next begin the 
search of the 1891 ships. 
 
The total number of names will be about 45,000. 
The fields are: First Name, Last Name, Soundex 
Code, Microfilm Number, Ship Name, Ship 
Number, Date of Arrival into NY, Line Number 
in the ship's record, and an abbreviation (w = 

with relatives, p = Poland, g = Galicia, d = 
deleted (did not sail), and m = miscellaneous 
additional list (other than the main steerage one 
for the ship. Often there were separate numbered 
lists for first class, for example). This 
abbreviation field is left blank if the person's 
citizenship response was Austria.   
I plan to print out the index so that NARA 
patrons can use it in the search rooms in 
Pittsfield, New York, and Washington. Next, I 
will be trying to have several Internet sites make 
it available free to everyone who is interested in 
searching it.  I am just hoping this will be of 
interest to many genealogists. 
 
In the meantime, I would be happy to do a 
lookup for anyone interested. 
 
Dr. Howard M. Relles 
rellesh@earthlink.net 
 
 

EXPLANATION OF TERMS 
By Alexander Sharon 

 
The following terms describing various 
definitions of Jewish religion, Jewish 
“nationality” and generally Jews, were used in 
Poland and some adjacent Slavic countries 
throughout history. 
 
Zydowska [zhee dov skah] (from Zyd [zheed]- 
word derived from Jude) 
 
Judaistyczna [yuh da eest eechnah] (from 
Judaism) 
 
Izraelicka [izrah elit skah] (from Israel) 
 
Hebrajska [he bra yskah] (from Hebrew) 
 
Semicka [ seh mee tskah] (from Semite) 
  
Starozakonna [stah roh zah konnah] (from the 
“Old Testament believers”)  Old Testamentaski 
(sic!) -- a sometimes 'polite' form has been used 
to describe “friendly” or patriotic Jews and was a 
popular term in the 19th century during the 
Polish National Uprisings against the Russian 
Empire, in which Jews participated in 1831 and 
1863. Another “polite” form that has been used 
in the past are: 
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Polak wyznania Mojzeszowego [Polish person of 
the Mosaic faith] and another “polite” or rather 
patronizing form, which I particularly dislike is  
 
Zydek [zhee dek] (a little or small Jew)—this is 
supposed to mean “a Yiddle.” 
 
The word Zyd [zheed] (a Jew) has been always 
“acceptable” in all parts of Poland, western parts 
of Ukraine and western Belarus, but this word 
had (and has) an extremely insulting meaning in 
Russia and eastern parts of Belarus and Ukraine. 
In those parts of Eastern Europe, the polite word 
Yevrey [yeh vrey] (from Hebrew and Ivri) is 
commonly used. 
 
Zyd there means literally  “a kike.” It should be 
also noted that the word Zyd (Jew) in Polish has 
been “transformed” into several native Polish 
words which are associated with unpleasant 
meanings, for example, brzydki [bzhee dkeeh] - 
ugly, unsightly, hideous and wybrzydzac [vee 
bzhee dzach] - to fuss 
 
Yevrey actually describes in Russian the 
“nationality” (Yevreyskaya) rather than the 
religion. 
 
Old Russian describes Jew as: Iyudey (Judaic) 
and religion as Iyudeyskaya. 
 
Yiddish in Russia was known as the Jewish 
language, and Hebrew was used as 

staroyevreyskiy, drievnieyevreyskiy or “old 
Jewish.” Lately, the word ivrit is used for 
Hebrew language descriptions in Russian 
publications.  
 
Alexander Sharon 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
(JGFF editor) 
a.sharon@home.com 
 
SKALA VIDEO 

 
Pre-World War II photographs, letters, and 
documents from Skala, a shtetl in eastern Galicia 
(now part of western Ukraine) are being sought 
for the production of a video documentary about 
the 500-year-old community that was destroyed 
during the Holocaust. Items such as photos of 
Jewish life and educational and religious 
institutions; birth certificates; wedding 
invitations and marriage contracts; school report 
cards; business and trade certificates; and travel 
permits are needed. The documentary is being 
produced by the Skala Benevolent Society in 
cooperation with the American Friends of Beth 
Hatefusoth, the Diaspora Museum in Tel Aviv. 
For information, call Max Mermelstein, 718-
945-0253. 
 
From New Jersey Jewish News, December 23, 
1999 
 

 
 
 
HALICZ AND GALICIA 

 
 
 

 
 
The land of Galicia is known historically as 
Cherevna (Chervena) Rus or Red or Carpathian 
Rus. Towns between Przemysl and Lwow were 
known as Grody Czerwienskie (Red Towns).    
Constant fights for land ownership were carried 
out by Polish and Kiyevian Rus rulers during the 
late 10th century until the area became 
incorporated into Kiyevian Rus by Grand Prince 
Vladimir in 981. 
 
In 1087 Carpathian Rus became independent and 
during thenext century it developed into a rich 
and powerful principality. In 1200 Prince Roman 
of Volhynia annexed the land now known as 
Galicia or Halich - Vlodimir Rus. Under the rule  

of Prince Roman and that of his son, Daniel 
(reigned 1228-1264), the united principality 
defeated its enemies Poland and Hungary, and 
asserted itself as a major state in eastern Europe.  
Prince Daniel was crowned King of Galicia by a 
papal legate in 1253, but he was compelled to 
recognize the suzerainty of Mongol khan who 
conquered the Rus lands in 1337-1341. 
 
Galicia, however, did not become an integral 
part of the Mongol empire as did other Rus 
lands, and in 1323, when Roman's dynasty died 
out, a Polish prince, Boleslaw of Mazovia was 
selected king. After his death (1340), the Polish 
King Casimir III The Great annexed Galicia to 
his lands (1349). Under Polish rule, Galicia was 
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settled by Polish gentry, who became the 
dominant social class and revived Polish legal, 
social and religious institutions.  
 
When Poland was partitioned in 1772, Galicia 
was attached to Austria, which after 1815 called 
its Polish possessions “The Kingdom of Galicia 
and Lodomeria.” 
 
Halich is the Ukrainian (Rus or Ruthenian) 
version of the name, and the town was known as 
Halicz during Polish rule. “Galich” is a russified 
version of this place. In Ukrainian territory, it 
was known as “Halychyna” (land of  
Galichians). 

Immigrants to Canada from Galicia prior to 
WWI were known as “Galichians.” 
 
During WWI Canadian authorities placed a 
number of Galicians in concentration camps, 
when the British Empire went to war against the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
 
Halich is a “root” name for Galicia. 
 
Alexander Sharon 
Calgary, Alberta 
a.sharon@home.com 
 
insert postcard images] 
 

 
 

Yad Vashem Archival Material 
Guide To Unpublished Materials of the 
Holocaust Period Listings for Przemysl 

Contributed by Rita Krakower Margolis, 1999 
 
Volume I, Edited by Jacob Robinson and 
Yehuda Bauer, Jerusalem, 1970   
 
HJF – L. 1794. “Beth Lohamei Hagettaot” – 
The Ghetto Fighters’ House in Memory of 
Yitzhak Katznelson  
MA – D 1.2045  “Moreshet” –The Anielewicz 
Museum in Memory of the Commander of the 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 
Camp NUL  -- Ms. Var. 371:39. The Jewish National 
and University Library 
Ghetto  MA – A. 306. 
 
Volume II.  (Not on shelf) 
 
Volume III, Part 1 of Yad Vashem 
Archival Material Jerusalem, 1975  
Compiled by Esther Blumenzweig, Emmanuel Brand, 
and Chasia Turtel-Aberzhanska Introduction by 
Joseph Kermish, Edited by Yehuda Bauer 
 
CHC The Central Historical Commission in Munich 
M-1 
M-1/E -Testimonies 1946-1948 
O-1  - The Dr. J.K. Ball-Kaduri Collection of 
testimonies and reports on German Jewry  
O-2  - The Wiener Library Collection of testimonies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
O-16 – Jewish Historical Commission in Poland, 
Collection of testimonies 
During the three years of its existence the CHC 
gathered about 2,550 testimonies taken from 
Holocaust survivors coming from different countries.  
Most testimonies are written in Yiddish, followed 
first by Polish, then German, Hungarian and Hebrew.  
These testimonies deal with the fate of the survivors 
during the years of the Nazi rule in their countries of 
origin. 
 
Przemysl, Lvov area M-1/E-326/238; 369/290 
   O-16/59 
Aid by non-Jews to Jews O-2/631 
Collaborators, Jewish M-1/E-990/864 
Deportations  M-1/E-1251/1210 
to camps M-1/E-2352/2397;   

2353/2398 
 to Auschwitz  M-1/E-331/245 
 to Lvov-Janowska, camp O-16/57 
 to Szebnie  M-1/E-326/239 
Escape   M-1/E-2129/1917  
 from deportation train O-16/69 
 to Warsaw  M-1/E-99-/864 
Forced labor  M-1/E-1251/1210 
Hiding M-1/E-53/15; 1251/1210; 

2129/1917 
   O-2/631 
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   O-16/69 
Police, Jewish M-1/E-990/864; 

2352/2397; 2353/2398 
Polish Army  M-1/E-617/523 
Prison in  M-1/E-1715/1586 
Soviet occupation M-1/E-1715/1586 
War criminals                 M-1/E-331/245; 369/290 
 Forced labor camp M-1/E-326/238 
 Deportees brought in M-1/E-2453/2522 
 Post War  M-1E-1157/1121 
  
 
Volume IV. Part 2 of Yad Vashem 
Archival Material, Jerusalem 1977 
Editor Yehuda Bauer  Co-Editors, Shmuel 
Krakowski and Aharon Weiss. Compiled by Ora 
Alcalay, Esther Blumenzweig, and Chaja Lifshitz 
  
 
These testimonies were gathered from Holocaust 
survivors from Germany and all occupied and 
satellite countries, including anti-Nazi fighters 
(soldiers, partisans, and underground workers, etc.)  
In many cases documents, photographs or diaries are 
attached to the testimonies.  Most of the testimonies 
are written in Yiddish, Polish or German, and the 
remainder in a variety of European languages, as well 
as Hebrew. 
 
Przemysl, Poland     
M2/200,222,236,237,241,290 
O-3/431,432,625,692,836,1588,1653,1799, 
2127,2138,3600 
Prewar   O-3/835,2552 
Aid by non-Jews  O-3/834,835,836,3558 
Anti-Jewish riots  O-3/2840 
Deportations  O-3/2552,2939 
 to Belzec  O-3/834 
 to Lvov-Janowska O-3/1653 
 to Soviet Union  O-3/1365 
 to Szebnie  O-3/745 
Escape   O3/2127,2939,3558  
 from deportation train O-3/834 
 to Hungary  O-3/2928 
Extermination  O-3/2138,3558 
Hiding O-3/2934, 2935,3590 
 on the Aryan side O-3/432,835,836 
in the vicinity of  O-3/836 
 ‘Judenrat’  O3/835,1653,2138,2552 
Physicians, Jewish O-3/431,432 
Police, Jewish  O-3/835 
Red Cross  O-3/835 
Refugees  O-3/2138 

Resistance  O-3/834,835 
Robbery of Jewish propertyO-3/2138 
Under Soviet rule  O-3/2127,2138,2552 
 prisons in   O-3/1365 
War criminals   O-3/3558 
Postwar    O-3/1872 
 
Przemysl, Poland, camp  O-3/432,2138 
War criminals   O-3/2138  
 
 
Volume V.  Part 3 of Yad Vashem 
Archival Material, Jerusalem 1979 
Editor Yehuda Bauer, Co-Editors Shmuel 
Krakowski, and Aharon Weiss 
Compiled by Chana Byers Abells, Esther 
Blumenzweig, and Chaja Lifshitz. 
 
I. Perelman Collection. Testimonies of Polish 
Refugees.  This collection consists of personal 
testimonies taken in Eretz Israel (1942-1943) from 
refugees and Palestinian Jews who arrived from 
Poland as a result of the exchange of population 
agreement. 
 
M. Weichert Collection.  This collection consists of 
documents, testimonies and newspaper clippings that 
were transferred to Yad Vashem in 1958 from the 
private files of M. Weichert, and from the files of the 
Judische Unterstutzungsstelle (JUS). 
 
Przemysl, Lvov area O-12/28 
   O-21/4,6,8 
   O-22/53 
   O-33/1359 
   O-48/37 
  Gestapo  M-21/I/736 
   M-21/III/41 
  Imprisonment  O-33/1359 
  Orphanages  M-14/JM-1940, p.273 
  Police     
   Polish   O-21/4 
   Ukrainian  O-21/4 
  Robbery of Jewish propertyO-12/28 
  Synagogues, burning of O-12/28 
  War criminals M-21/I/87,107,450, 493,736,746 
   M-21/III/9 
   O-5/31,66 
   TR-10/630,672 
Przemysl, camp  M-9/9(16) 
  Children  M-9/9(16) 
  Collaborators, UkrainianM-9/9(16) 
  Executions  M-9/9(16) 
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  Hiding   M-9/9(16) 
  JUS   O-21/8 
  War criminals  M-9/6(6); 9(16) 
 
Volume VI. Moreshet Archives in Giv’at 
Haviva, Jerusalem 1981 
Editor, Yehuda Bauer, Co-Editors, Shmuel 
Krakowski and Aharon Weiss 
Compiled by Shmuel Frenkel, Tamar Maayan, and 
Shmuel Maayan 
Adopted from the Hebrew by Chana Byers Abells 
 
Przemysl 

Children A-547 Leiwand, Yitzhak, 
Yiddish 1 p. 

Escape A.547,575 Stadtfeld, 
Simcha.  
Yiddish, 67 p. 
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A JEWISHGEN TALE . . . AN 
UNKNOWN COUSIN FOUND  

By Phoebe Kassenoff 
 

 
For a couple of years I have been, as time permits, 
attempting to research the roots of my family—both 
maternal and paternal. My grandparents on both sides 
came to the U.S. from the same general area in what 
was then Austrian Galicia—the towns of Kalush, 
Stanislawow, Ottynia, Sokolow. (This makes me a 
thoroughbred Galitzianer, which made me the target 
of some amount of teasing in the Yiddish-Hebrew 
Folk Shule I attended as a child!) My paternal 
grandmother was born Celia STARER. Her parents, 
my great-grandparents Pinchas and Breina STARER, 
emigrated to the U.S. shortly after 1900 and lived in 
Newark, NJ. I remember them well.  My 
grandmother Celia came to the U.S. in 1926 with my 
grandfather and my father, who was 16 years old. I 
knew that Celia had two brothers, Isadore and Moses, 
who remained in Europe. I knew that Isadore died in 
1938. He left two sons, one lived in New York, the 
other in Israel. Her brother Moses was rarely spoken 
about.  
 
Last year my nephew sent me some old family 
photos. Among them was a photo of a young man in 
an army uniform, labeled Moses STARER. For many 
months we tried to guess what had become of this 
man. Since all the members of my father's generation 
are no longer living, it is nearly impossible to move 
forward in my research. I have contacted cousins and 
gathered bits and pieces of their remembrances of 
what their parents may have told them. Since I am 
the oldest family member of my generation I have 
more information than most of them do. 
 
When I registered my names and places searches 
with JewishGen, I came into contact with Yvette 
McClung from Lancaster, CA who has done a 
thorough search and compiled a list of many 
STARER families all over the world. She shared her 
information with me and we have kept in contact 
from time to time, but none of the people on her list 
seemed to be related to me. In mid-November, 1999, 
Yvette forwarded to me an e-mail inquiry which she 
thought might interest me. She had received it from a 
Robert Starer in New York who had received it from 
a Daniel Starer in Connecticut who had received it 
from a young man named Zbigniew Starer who 
resides in Rzeszow, Poland. Zbigniew was surfing 
the Internet in an attempt to locate people named 
Starer because he knew nothing of his father's family 
and hoped that he  

might, through our modern technology, find the 
answers to his questions. When I read the first line of 
his inquiry, which Yvette forwarded to me, I knew 
immediately that we had hit pay dirt!!!  The great-
grandparents about whom Zbigniew was asking were 
my great-grandparents—Pinchas and Breina Starer. 
As I read further into his letter I found the answer to 
the mystery of Moses Starer. As a young man he 
converted to Catholicism and changed his first name 
from Moses to Piotr (Peter) but retained his Starer 
surname. He married a Polish Catholic woman and 
they had a son named Marian, who married Zofia. 
They had two children, Zbigniew and Anna. 
 
Marian died and the two young people live with their 
widowed mother. I quickly wrote to Zbigniew and 
we have been having a regular correspondence. I 
have been able to give him information about his 
paternal family whom he never knew. I also put him 
in touch with other cousins in the U.S. who have 
been in regular contact with him. 
 
Some day in the not so distant future we hope to meet 
in person. There is just one slight hitch: Zbigniew 
and his family have been practicing Catholics in 
Poland for a few generations. The fact that his 
grandfather was once Jewish, as are the rest of his 
paternal relatives, has not been mentioned.  In fact, 
we are not sure that he is aware of this, and we don't 
know how to bring up the subject to him.  (This is a 
situation similar to the one Madeleine Albright 
faced.) I have promised, at his request, to obtain 
photographs of the graves of our great-grandparents 
from the cemetery in Staten Island, NY and mail 
them to him. The question with which I am 
confronted is: should  I  write to him and tell him the 
facts, or should I mail the photos and let the 
gravestone inscriptions speak for themselves???  
 
In the meantime, Yvette has put me in touch with 
another Starer person in the U.S. who recalls hearing 
the name of my great-grandfather mentioned long 
ago in his family. Since the surname STARER is not 
a very common one and since most of the individuals 
a few generations back seem to have come from the 
same area and were in the same type of business, we 
are attempting to learn if, in fact, we are all related 
through siblings several generations back. This is 
another story of discovery and an opportunity for 
expanded relationships—all made possible by the 
wonderful assistance of the JewishGen organization. 
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Phoebe Kassenoff 
Huntington Beach, CA 
IamFeeb@aol.com  
 
 

POLISH/ENGLISH TRANSLATOR 
 
Alex Lauterbach is available and willing to assist 
members of Gesher Galicia in translating documents 
and letters from Polish to English and from English 
to Polish.  Minimum charge is $25 to the charitable 
cause of Mr. Lauterbach’s choosing. 
 
If interested, contact him at OlesAnka@aol.com 
Or by mail at 4638 Balboa Avenue, Encino, CA  
91316-4105. 
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1913 BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
 

PRZEMYSL, LEZAJSK, PRUCHNIK, 
PRZEWORSK 

by Leon Gold and Barbara Urbanska-Yeager 
 
 

The 1913 Galicia business directory, “Skorowidz 
Przemyslowo-Handlowy Krolestra Galicyi” 
published in Lwow in 1912, is organized in two 
sections, industry (przemysl) and trade (handel).  
Each section is divided by type of business or trade. 
Within each business type there is a list of towns 
where these businesses existed and below each town 
are the names of those involved in these businesses. I 
have organized those names that appeared to be 

Jewish for the towns of Lezajsk, Pruchnik and 
Przeworsk. The business headings in the directory 
are in Polish. The English translations for the 1913 
directory are the result of the efforts of Alex 
Lauterbach of Encino, California and Barbara 
Urbanska-Yeager of Chicago. A few were my 
translations based on my use of a Polish-English 
dictionary. For the purpose of this article I have listed 
the names alphabetically by town.

PRZEMYSL  
Name  Type of Business 
ABELES Abraham Handel materyalow budowlanych 
ABEND Zallel Artykuly zywnosci-piekarze 
ALTBACH Samson Handel towarow mieszanych 
ALTBACH Salomon's successors skor wyprawionych handel 
AMTMAN* Berisz Bydla i cielat handel 
AMTMAN* Eizyk Bydla i cielat handel 
ASCHKENAZY Salomon Handel Maki, kaszy i krup 
ASTEL M. Handel towarow korzennych 
ATLAS Oziasz Odziez i modniarstwo - paski damskie 
ATLAS Ozyasz Odziez i modniarstwo - szelki 
BAUMWALD Szulim Handel towarow korzennych 
BERGER Esriel Handel wegli i koksu - handel nafty, dziegciu itp. 
BERNSTEIN Benjamin Artykuly zywnosci-rzeznictwo 
BIEN Eizyk Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
BIEN Meichel Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
BIENSTOCK Jozef Handel towarow mieszanych 
BLASER Izaak skor wyprawionych handel 
BLECH Jakob Handel materyalow budowlanych 
BLUMENKRANZ Rozalia Handal towarow galanteryjnych i norymberskich 
BRODHEIM Menasche Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna i wyrobow tkackich 
BUCHBAND Mendel Handel zelaza 
BUCHSBAUM Salomon Maszyny, aparaty i. t.d. - zegarmistrzowstwo 
BURGER Ezriel Handel materyalow budowlanych 
DIENSTAG Mojzesz Handel wegli i koksu - handel nafty, dziegciu itp. 
EISNER Josef Handel materyalow budowlanych 
ERBSTMANN Josef Handel owocow i jarzyn 
ETTINGER Marek Przemysl chemiczny - apteki 
FANDRICH Natan Przemysl metalowy-Blacharstwo 
FEHL Feiga  (hl. “National”) Hotele, domy zajczdne 
FELDSTEIN Izak Handel Maki, kaszy i krup 
FENSTERHEIM Wiktor Odziez i modniarstwo - fryzyerzy i perukarze 
FRIED Abraham Handal towarow galanteryjnych i norymberskich 
GANS Izrael Handel towarow korzennych 
GANS Izrael & Son Handel towarow mieszanych 
GANS Meilech Handel towarow korzennych 
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Name  Type of Business 
GERTLER Abraham i ska Artykuly zywnosci-woda sodowa 
GOLDBERG Anastazy Przemysl chemiczny - apteki 
GOLDBERG Baruch Maszyny, aparaty i. t.d. - zegarmistrzowstwo 
GOLIGER David Handel materyalow budowlanych 
GOLIGER Dawid Handel drzewa opalowego i podpalek 
GROSSMAN Jakob & Benisz Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
GROSSMAN Leizor Handel materyalow budowlanych 
GROSSMAN Leizor Handel wegli i koksu - handel nafty, dziegciu itp. 
GROSSMAN Chaim's sons  Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
GRUNWERG Mojzesz Przemysl metalowy-Blacharstwo 
HAUSMANN M. & MORGENSTERN Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
HIRSCHFIELD Jakob Handel Maki, kaszy i krup 
HIRT Mojzesz Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
HUTTER Pinkas Bydla i cielat handel 
IZAAK Josef Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna i wyrobow tkackich 
KATZ Samuel Artykuly zywnosci-woda sodowa 
KLANG Abraham Przemysl metalowy-zlotnictwo i jubilerstwo 
KLANG Mojzesz Handel Maki, kaszy i krup 
KLUGMANN Natan Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
KLUGMANN Pinkas Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
KNOLLER Chaim & Hersz Przemysl graficzny - drukarnie 
KORNER Berisz Handel materyalow budowlanych 
KRAUT Benjamin Odziez i modniarstwo - torby ceratowe 
KREBS Peisach Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna i wyrobow tkackich 
KRUG Eizyk Handel towarow korzennych 
KUPFER Marek Drobin i ptakow handel 
KUPFERBERG Sender  Handel koszykarskich wyrobow 
LADEN Mojzesz Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
LANGSAM Izaak Handel zelaza 
LOSBERG Izrael Handel zelaza 
LOWENTAL Rubin Handal towarow galanteryjnych i norymberskich 
LOWENTHAL Izrael Handel Maki, kaszy i krup 
MALAWER Abraham Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
MELON Leon Odziez i modniarstwo - szelki 
MORGENROTH Efroim & Aleksander Handel towarow mieszanych 
MULLER Itta skor wyprawionych handel 
MULLER Marek skor wyprawionych handel 
NAGEL Abraham & Mechel Handel materyalow budowlanych 
NAGEL Salomon Handel materyalow budowlanych 
NELKEN Berl i Jechiel skor wyprawionych handel 
OCHSENBERG Maks Handel towarow korzennych 
OCHSENBERG S. Handel napojow spirytusowych 
PECHTALT Abraham & VERSTANDIG 

Herman 
Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna i wyrobow tkackich 

PECHTER Izaak Przemysl metalowy-Blacharstwo 
PIPPE Hillel Odziez i modniarstwo - torby ceratowe 
REICH I. & Sp Handel drzewa opalowego i podpalek 
REIF samuel Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna i wyrobow tkackich 
REITER Leopold Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
REIZNER Ida Handel napojow spirytusowych 
ROSENFELD Samuel Odziez i modniarstwo - szelki 
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Name  Type of Business 
ROZENZWEIG Benzion Handal towarow galanteryjnych i norymberskich 
SACHER Josef Handel owocow i jarzyn 
SALZMAN Abraham Maszyny, aparaty i. t.d. - zegarmistrzowstwo 
SCHLUSSBERG E. Przemysl metalowy-zlotnictwo i jubilerstwo 
SCHMALZHOLZ Majer Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna i wyrobow tkackich 
SCHOR Chaim Restauracye i mleczarnie 
SCHORR Chaim (hl. “Royal”) Hotele, domy zajczdne 
SCHWARTZ Maurycy Przemysl chemiczny - apteki 
SEIFMANN Ishiel Handel zelaza 
SELZER Jakob Handel materyalow budowlanych 
SELZER Jakob Handel wegli i koksu - handel nafty, dziegciu itp. 
SILBER Samuel Handel wegli i koksu - handel nafty, dziegciu itp. 
SOBEL Alter & LINDENBLUTH Handel zelaza 
SOBEL Jakob Przemysl metalowy-Blacharstwo 
TAUBE Feiwel Handel rowerow 
TEITELBAUM Maner Handel zelaza 
TEITELBAUM Mojzesz Handel zelaza 
TEITELBAUM Mojzesz Restauracye i mleczarnie 
TEITELBAUM Samuel Artykuly zywnosci-rzeznictwo 
TEITELBAUMA Sofia Handel napojow spirytusowych 
TUCHMANN Majer Handel materyalow budowlanych 
TURK Rubin & SCHATZER Handel napojow spirytusowych 
TURNHEIM Benjamin Handel towarow korzennych 
WALD Natan Przemysl metalowy-zlotnictwo i jubilerstwo 
WALKER Pinkas Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych 
WEINREB Izaak Przemysl metalowy-Blacharstwo 
WEINSTOCK & SCHIFF Przemysl metalowy-zlotnictwo i jubilerstwo 
WEISSBERG Aron Restauracye i mleczarnie 
WEISSMAN S. Odziez i modniarstwo - pioropusze 
WIKLER Zysel Handel zelaza 
WINKLER  Jakob Handel zelaza 
WOLFLING Dawid Przemysl metalowy-zlotnictwo i jubilerstwo 
ZWIRN Izaak Przemysl metalowy-Blacharstwo 
   
* Possibly: 
ANTMAN 
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LEZAJSK   

   
NAME  TYPE OF BUSINESS IN POLISH TYPE OF BUSINESS IN ENGLISH 
ALTER  Meilech Cegielnie brickworks 
ALTMAN  Leib Blacharstwo tinnery 
BERR  Jakob Zegarmistrzowstwo watchmaker 
DRILLMAN i  
FOST 

Mojzesz 
Leizor 

Mlotly ryzowe brooms 

EIMER  Jakob h. kur i kaczek Drobin i ptakow handel birds & poultry 
FEIT  Szulim Handel towarow galanteryjnych i 

norymberskich 
accessories, haberdasher, fancy goods 

FRIEDMAN  Mateusz Blacharstwo tinnery 
GLASBERG  Gecel Woda sodowa soda water 
GOLDMAN  Jakob Piekarze bakery 
HOLLENDER  Zelik Krawiectwo w ogolnosci tailoring and misc. 
HORN  Jakob h. tow. blawat Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna 

i wyrobow tkackich 
linen, cloth and woven goods 

KALTER  Pinchas Zegarmistrzowstwo watchmaker 
KAUFMANN  Mojzesz Handel towarow mieszanych mixed articles 
KELLMAN  Hammer Rzeznictwo butcher 
KRANZLER  Leib, deski Handel materyalow budowlanych building materials 
KUHL  Mojzesz Drukarnie printing house 
MULLER  Dawid Handel towarow mieszanych mixed articles 
REICHARD DE 
REICHARDSBERG  

Aleksander Budownictwo. Biura techniczne i 
instalacyjne zaklady 

building construction. Offices giving 
technical advice and installation 

REIFER  Jakob Narzedzi gospodarczych handel household supplies 
ROSENBLUTH  Samuel Skor wyprawlonych handel tanned leather 
ROTHENBERG  Chaim h. wyr. blawat Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna 

i wyrobow tkackich 
linen, cloth and woven goods 

ROTTENBERGER  Hersz, wyrob-mydla 
swiec 

Mydla zwykle common soap 

SCHIFFMANN  Amalia Handel towarow galanteryjnych i 
norymberskich 

accessories, haberdasher, fancy goods 

SCHIFF  Chaskel Piekarze bakery 
SCHMALZ  Leizor Obuwie(wyrob w ogolnosci) footware 
SEE  Josef Skor wyprawlonych handel tanned leather 
STEIN  Hersz, deski Handel materyalow budowlanych building materials 
STEIN  Salomon Handel zelaza iron 
STOLBACHA  Feiwala nastepey, PFa Browary brewery 
WAHRHAFTIG  Chaim h. wyrobow 

rymarskich 
Skorzanych wyrobow handel fine leather goods 

WASSERMANN  Dawid Handel zelaza iron 
WASSERMANN  Jakob Krawiectwo w ogolnosci tailoring and misc. 
WEINMAN  Naftali Bialoskornicze wyroby soft, pliable leather products(e.g. 

gloves, etc) 
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WESTREICH  Majer, fabryka szelek Szelki suspenders 
WESTREICH i 
HOLLENDER  

Mendel 
Abraham 

Szelki suspenders 

ZINN  Tobiasz Bydla i cielat handel cattle & calves 
    
    
    
PRUCHNIK    
    
NAME  TYPE OF BUSINESS IN POLISH TYPE OF BUSINESS IN ENGLISH 
ABEND  Chaim Handel materyalow budowlanych building materials 
ABEND  Josef Skor wyprawlonych handel tanned leather 
BERGER  Aron Blacharstwo tinnery 
BERGER  Jakob Piekarze bakery 
EHRENREICH  Dawid Skor wyprawlonych handel tanned leather 
FEIND false RING  Samuel Zegarmistrzowstwo watchmaker 
HEISINGER  Izrael Czapki caps 
KLEPNER  Jakob Bydla i cielat handel cattle and calves 
KLOHRMANN  Abraham Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna 

i wyrobow tkackich 
linen, cloth and woven goods 

KRAMMEISEN  Boruch Fryzyerzy i perukarze hairdressers & wig makers 
SCHAPU  Natan Apteki pharmacies 
STRASSBERG  M. Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna 

i wyrobow tkackich 
linen, cloth and woven goods 

TUCHMANN  Mojzesz Obuwie shoes 
WACHS  Abraham Skor wyprawlonych handel tanned leather 
WASSERMAN  Abraham Owocow i jarzyn handel fruits & vegetables 
WIENER  Aron Handel towarow mieszanych mixed articles 
ZIPPER  Abraham Czapki caps 
ZIPPER  Rafal Czapki caps 
    

    
    

PRZEWORSK    
    

NAME  TYPE OF BUSINESS IN POLISH TYPE OF BUSINESS IN ENGLISH 
ADLER  Izaak Handel wyrobow blawatnych, plotna, sukna 

i wyrobow tkackich 
linen, cloth & woven goods 

ADLER  Josef Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
ATLAS  Chaskel Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
BRENNER  Majer Josef Handel zelaza iron 
ENGLARD  Eizyk Handel napojow spirytusowych (piwa, wina 

i t.p.) 
alcoholic drinks 
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FELDMANN  Estera Krawleckich, szewskich i t. p. przyborow 
handel 

tailors and shoemakers supplies 

FELDMANN  Hersz d. zaj. Hotele, domy zajczdne hotels & inns 
FELDMAN  Estera Skor wyprawlonych handel tanned leather 
FELDMAN  Gitla Handel towarow mieszanych mixed articles 
FELDSTEIN  Abraham h. kosz. Koszykarskich wyrobow handel wickerwork goods, baskets 
FELDSTEIN  Abr. Handel napojow spirytusowych (piwa, wina 

i t.p.) 
alcoholic drinks 

FELDSTEIN  Ozyasz Handel wegli i koksu-handel nafty, dziegciu 
ltp. 

coal & domestic coke-kerosene, birch, 
tar, etc. 

FELDSTEIN  Ozyasz Handel drzewa opalowego i podpalek firewood and finely split drywood 
FRANKEL  Selman Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
FRIEDMAN  Sara Octu i drozdzy handel vinegar and yeast 
FRIEDMAN  Sara Maki, kaszy i krup handel flour, cereals & grits 
FUCHS  Leib Drobin i ptakow handel birds & poultry 
FUHRMAN  Karol Piekarze bakeries 
GEHLER  Meier Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
HAMER  Dawid Handel zelaza iron 
HERBSTMANN  Abraham Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
MANDELSAFT  Efroim Fryzyerzy i perukarze hairdressers & wig makers 
MENKES  Jakob Zlotwctwo i jubilerstwo goldsmiths & jewelers 
PECHTER  Izaak Blacharstwo tinnery 
ROTTSTREICH  Ch. Handel wegli i koksu-handel nafty, dziegciu 

ltp. 
coal & domestic coke-kerosene, birch, 
tar, etc. 

RUTHE  Hinda Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
SATTELMANN  Chaim Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
SCHOPF  Hersz Krawiectwo w ogolnosci tailoring and misc. 
SILBERMANN  Mojzesz Handel zboza i innych plodow pokrewnych grain & similar crops 
STAUB  Izrael Hotele, domy zajczdne hotels & inns 
STAUB  Izrael Handel towarow mieszanych mixed articles 
STAUB  Izrael r. Restauracye i mleczarnie restaurants & dairies 
STAUB  I. Handel towarow korzennych spices 
STEIN  Mozesz Zegarmistrzowstwo watchmaker 
UNGER  Jakob Handel towarow mieszanych mixed articles 
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Weiner, Miriam. Jewish Roots in Ukraine and 
Moldova, Pages from the Past and Archival 
Inventories. Routes to Roots Foundation, Inc. 
and The YIVO Institute for Jewish Research: 
Secaucus, NJ, 1999.    

  
Web page: http://www.rtrfoundation.org 
ISBN:  09656508-1-2  
Publisher's price:  $60.00 
Review by Peter L. Zavon  ISBN:  09656
 
This volume was published in August 1999. It is 
the companion piece to Ms Weiner's earlier 
volume, Jewish Roots in Poland. The two books 
have the same structure, although they focus on 
different countries. As with the volume on 
Poland, this volume was compiled with the 
active cooperation of the Archives of the 
countries involved, here the Ukrainian State 
Archives and the Moldovan National Archives. 
 
The first half of the book is an introduction to 
the Jewish history and archival resources of 
Ukraine and Moldova in combination with a 
“coffee-table” book with maps, photos and old 
picture postcards of the places of Jewish interest. 
 
The Ukrainian unit includes short sections on 48 
cities and towns that were the major centers of 
Jewish population in the lands of modern 
Ukraine prior to the Holocaust. Also included is 
a chapter on genealogical resources of the State 
Archives as well as a chapter on sources outside 
the State Archives. 
 
The unit on Moldova is similar, containing short 
illustrated sections on seven historical centers of 
Jewish population that are in the territory of 
modern Moldova. It also has a chapter on Jewish 
Genealogical Research in the Moldovan National 
Archives and one on the Jews of Moldova. 
 
All the chapters in the first half are filled with 
photos and illustrations of typical documents. In 
addition, between the sections on Ukraine and 
Moldova is a special chapter containing photos 
of people and places of both nations. This is   
followed by a chapter on the Holocaust, 
describing many of the atrocities committed and 
illustrated with maps, photos, and a special 
collection of photos of Holocaust monuments 

and memorials. The last chapter of the “coffee 
table” portion is a supplemental collection of 
photos showing scenes from 26 additional cities 
and towns of Ukraine and Moldova. 
 
If as a genealogist, you have ever had to deal 
with relatives asking why you were interested in 
old European towns that no longer exist, the first 
half of this volume can be part of your answer. It 
shows many fine looking structures, people, and 
beautiful scenes from pre-war postcards, as well 
as modern photos of the region, while also 
telling some of what happened to the Jews of the 
region before and during the holocaust. Some 
will buy this volume simply for the pictures, 
maps, illustrations and narrative of this first half. 
 
But the serious genealogist with an interest in 
Ukraine or Moldova will want this volume for 
the information in the second half. Here is an 
inventory of archival holdings, indexed by town. 
It is important to note that the index is for 
holdings relating to towns within the modern 
borders of Ukraine and Moldova. Thus, even 
though some records relating to Przemysl might 
be in the archives at Lvov (formerly called 
Lemberg) those records will be inventoried in 
the volume on Poland, because Przemysl is in 
modern Poland. For the genealogist interested in 
Galicia, it is also important to understand that the 
western portion of modern Ukraine was eastern 
Galicia. The eastern portion of Ukraine 
comprises some, but not all, of the Gubernias of 
the Pale of Settlement of Imperial Russia. 
 
Finally, to avoid disappointment, the reader must 
understand that this is an inventory of the types 
of records in the archives, not of specific 
records, nor is there any attempt to provide an 
index by surname. That kind of detail may be the 
next step in the process of making the archival 
holdings accessible. For now, however, this 
inventory provides a major improvement in our 
understanding of what might be where.   
 
For example, let's look at the entry for 
Ozernyany, in the Zborov region of the Ternopol 
Oblast in Ukraine. The inventory tells us that 
Jewish birth records for 1876-1942 are held in 
the Lvov Archives, as are land records for 1785-
1788. But death records for 1915-1942 are in the 
Civil Records Office (Urzad Stanu Cywilnego) 
in Warsaw, Poland, as are marriage records for 
1877-1939. 
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Since the archivists are moving records, 
acquiring new records and finding old records, 
the information in these inventories will 
eventually become outdated. But for the next ten 
years or so, this will be a primary reference for 
anyone looking for Jewish records related to 
places within the modern territory of Ukraine 
and Moldova. 
 
Peter L. Zavon 
Pzavon@compuserve.com 
 
 
 
Pohl, Dieter. Nationalsozialistische 
Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien 1941-1944 : 
Organisation und Durchführung eines 
staatlichen Massenverbrechens. Oldenbourg: 
Munich, 1997. (Nazi Persecution of the Jews in 
East Galicia 1941-1944: Organization and 
Execution of a National Mass Crime) 
 
This book is a revision of Dieter Pohl's thesis. 
The few pages I translated related to Delyatin 
were detailed and precise. My German 
translation abilities have suffered from two 
decades of neglect, so I only read three pages, 
but if they are representative, this is an excellent 
source for those doing Shoah research on East 
Galician shtetls. Here is a sample to let the book 
speak 
for itself: 
 
“Four days after that “Bloody Sunday” 
Varchmin went from Tatarow to Delatyn, in 
order to exterminate the Jewish communities in 
the Prut valley. There he met a small unit of 
three companies of Police Battalion 133 under 
Company Commander Rehbein, which had 
already been jointly responsible for “Bloody 
Sunday.” The unit from the Ukrainian auxiliary 
police dug pits near Delatyn. On October 16, the 
Jews from Delatyn and nearby Jaremcze by 
Delatyn were brought together and shot by the 
regular police. Altogether there were probably 
1,950 victims. Further appraisals required a mass 
shooting of 1,000 Jewish victims from Bolechow 
on the 28th - 29th of October. 
 
Meanwhile, the large Jewish communities of 
Tysmenica and Tlumacz, which were situated 
right by Stanislau, were spared. The suspicion is 
that Varchmin annihilated the Jewish community 
in Jaremcze because this was the principal site of 
tourism in the Carpathian woods. Finally, in 

October 1941, Varchmin was left with all the 
Jewish inhabitants of Tatarow, where he was 
stationed, and in nearby Mikuliczyn, to murder.”    
 
There is an extensive bibliography and a long list 
of shtetls in the index. The book is available for 
purchase from Amazon's German site:  
http://www.amazon.de. 
 
For those of you in the Boston area, there is a 
copy at Brandeis University. 
 
David Sotkowitz 
sotkowitz@yahoo.com 
 
 
Dydynski, Krzysztof. Lonely Planet Krakow. 
Raincoast Books,184 pages, $25, paperback 
(about US$17 - P.J.) 
 
The Canadian newspaper Globe & Mail of 
Saturday, March 25, 2000 endorses a useful 
guidebook for those who plan to visit Krakow. 
 
“During the last few years, Lonely Planet has 
dramatically increased the number of its 
European guidebooks, especially about Central- 
and Eastern-European destinations that have 
seen a surge in post Communist popularity. This 
first edition of Krakow is one of the latest. 
 
As usual with Lonely Planet guides, the book is 
an intimate and authoritative look at one of 
Central Europe's most interesting cities. The 
royal capital for half a millennium, it has 
witnessed and absorbed more of Polish history 
than any other city in the country. Moreover, 
Dydynski writes in his introduction, unlike most 
other Polish cities, it came through the Second 
World War more or less unscathed. It has, 
therefore, retained much of its past, guarded in 
its walls, works of art and traditions. 
 
The book includes 13 detailed maps and 
excellent colour photographs.” 
 
Peter Jassem 
Toronto, Canada 
Jassep@tdbank.ca 

LETTERS 
 

Compliments on Fall Issue 
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Please let me send a big thanks to everyone 
involved in keeping this group going and the 
excellent Galitzianer publication in print.  You 
are all doing a great job! I want to especially 
thank you since I have had no time of my own to 
contribute to the cause. I don’t know how those 
who find the time do so, but your efforts are 
greatly appreciated 
 
I was pleased to see the mention in the 
Coordinator’s Corner in the Winter 2000 issue of 
the Galicia SIG Discussion Group mailing list.  
Somehow, although I have been a member for 
several years, that has escaped me! I was also 
pleased to learn recently that on the GG web site, 
the surnames mentioned in the publication are 
indexed for research.  These are worth 
mentioning somewhere in the credit page of each 
published issue as a reminder to readers. 
 
Thanks again for all of your valuable 
contributions. 
 
Jonathan L. Eisenberg, Member #615 
 
 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS 
 
The deadline for Summer Issue submissions is 
July 15th. If you coordinate a town-based 
research group, please make sure you e-mail 
your update to Barbara Krasner-Khait, The 
Galitzianer editor, at bkhait@aol.com. 
 
 
 

STEERING COMMITTEE 
UPDATE 

  
URGENT NEED FOR 

NEWSLETTER TEAM FOR 
THE GALITZIANER  

 
The Galitzianer is now in its seventh year of 
production. 
 
Due to increased work and family 
responsibilities, the current editor of The 
Galitzianer is no longer able to continue in this 
role. 
 

Gesher Galicia (GG) seeks volunteers 
immediately to be part of a newletter team to 
handle the various facets and tasks of producing 
The Galitzianer. 
 
The newsletter team will consist of a Managing 
Editor, a Copy Editor, and a Production 
Manager.  Their duties will include the 
following: 
 
The Managing Editor will: 
•Decide what content will go into which issue 
•Gather content (features, GG and town updates, 
tidbits, document lists and databases, etc.) 
•Ensure the proper length of the features and 
various departments 
•Send the data to the Copy Editor 
•Review the final copy 
•Send the final camera-ready copy to the 
Production Manager 
 
The Copy Editor will: 
•Put the content into an existing template 
•Edit the content for accuracy and format 
•Send the edited copy to the Managing Editor for 
final review 
 
The Production Manager will: 
•Work with a vendor to have the issue printed 
and distributed 
•Receive up-to-date mailing labels from the GG 
Family Finder  
•Provide the labels to the vendor for mailing 
 
Minimum Requirements: 
Knowledgeable member in good standing of 
Gesher Galicia 
MS Word 1997 (or later) 
Windows 95 (or higher) 
E-mail, able to receive attachments 
Previous experience desirable 
 
To volunteer or for more information, please 
contact me as soon as possible. 
 
Shelley Kellerman Pollero, Coordinator 
rkpollero@starpower.net  
 

 
JEWISHGEN UPDATE 

 
Much has been happening in the Yizkor Book 
Project. We are at the 225 mark, that is, 
translations of 225 works are now online. 
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Translations of yizkor books from Galicia are 
too numerous to mention, so just log onto 
http://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/translations.ht
ml and start browsing. As new translations and 
updates go online daily and weekly, any list is 
out of date immediately. 
 
I would like to mention, however, one entry that 
I think will be of interest to a large number of 
the Gesher Galicia community. Listed under 
Belzec, Poland, it is a large chapter from the 
Ph.D. dissertation of Robin O’Neill, entitled, “A 
Reassessment: Resettlement Transports to 
Belzec, March-December 1942.” I also want to 
remind you that many Galician yizkor book 
fundraising projects need your financial support. 
These are listed at 
http://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/yizkortrans.ht
ml. 
 
At the SLC Summer Conference, JewishGen will 
officially announce a worldwide online burial 
registry that will incorporate pictures of the 
headstones as well as vital data translated from 
the headstones and other sources. Persons who 
have already collected cemetery data from 
anywhere in the world are urged to contact me at 
jfield@jewishgen.org to donate your data to this 
project. The template for inputting data will be 
available soon. 
 
ShtetlSchlepper trips to Krakow and Lviv await 
you this summer. These life-altering trips are 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunities to visit your 
ancestral homes with expert local guides under 
the auspices of Jewish Gen. Contact Joanna 
Fletcher, JewishGen’s Travel Coordinator at 
jfletcher@jewishgen.org. 
 
New initiatives under the Research Division of 
JewishGen will be announced soon as we 
establish relationships with world-renowned 
organizations. Announcements will be made in 
JewishGen and other digests.  
 
Joyce Field 
Yizkor Book Translations Manager 
JewishGen VP for Research 
jfield@indy.net 
jfield@jewishgen.org 
 

 
RESEARCH GRANTS FOR 

MEMBER PROJECTS 

by Shelley Kellerman Pollero, Coordinator 
 
Gesher Galicia is pleased to announce its 
intention to award nominal monetary grants to 
help its members start raising funds for their 
Galicia town-based research projects. 
Prospective grant recipients must be members in 
good standing of Gesher Galicia, complete the 
Request Form below, and send it to Melody 
Katz, Gesher Galicia Research Chair. The 
Gesher Galicia Steering Committee will review 
all requests and, if approved, will determine the 
amount of the grant to be awarded. 
  

GESHER GALICIA MEMBER 
GRANT REQUEST FORM 

 
Name of submitter: 
Gesher Galicia Member Number: 
Submitter's e-mail address: 
Description of research project: 
Total funds needed for this project: 
Amount requested from Gesher Galicia: 
Other source(s) for raising funds for this project: 
Do you wish to list this fundraising project on 
the Gesher Galicia Projects JewishGen-erosity* 
page? How do you plan to make your research 
results available to other researchers?  
 
*100% of contributed funds will be directed to 
the specified project(s). Contributions are tax 
deductible for U.S. taxpayers.  
  
For more information or to submit your request, 
please contact Melody Katz, Gesher Galicia 
Research Chair MelodyKatz@aol.com 
 

 
GESHER GALICIA 

PROJECTS JEWISHGEN-
EROSITY PAGE 

by Shelley Kellerman Pollero, Coordinator 
 
Gesher Galicia is very pleased to announce the 
establishment of the Gesher Galicia Projects 
JewishGen-erosity Page on the JewishGen web 
site. Its purpose is to extend JewishGen's tax-
deductible capability for raising funds for 
Galicia research projects. 
 
At this time, we have listed on this page the 
Gesher Galicia General Fund. We hope to have 
your Galicia fundraising project listed soon. 
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We already have several Galicia research groups 
hard at work gathering data, acquiring records, 
and translating Yizkor books for their towns or 
regions. Their results will eventually be placed 
online, possibly in a searchable database, and 
freely available to anyone with an interest. A 
listing of these groups and their contact persons 
is in this issue and on the Gesher Galicia web 
site at http://www.jewishgen.org/galicia/ Go to 
TOWNS. 
 
We invite all coordinators of our town/region 
research groups to list their fundraising projects 
on the Gesher Galicia Projects Jewish-generosity 
page. 
 
If you have an interest in contributing to this 
effort financially, please visit 
http://www.jewishgen.org/Jewish 
Generosity/Galicia.html 
 
If you have thought about heading up a project 
or have said at one time “What we need is . . .” 
here is your opportunity to come forward and 
take a leadership role.  If you are willing to 
volunteer your time, skills, and ideas for 
research projects, please contact Melody Katz, 
Gesher Galicia Research Chair, 
MelodyKatz@aol.com  Put “Gesher Galicia 
Research” in the subject line. 
 
The following procedure should be followed by 
all interested in utilizing this tax-deductible fund 
raising capability: 
 
First, submit a brief outline of your project to 
Melody Katz. This outline should name the 
project and the project coordinator, give a 
description of the end goal, the procedure you 
envision for accomplishing that goal, and the 
amount of funding required. 
 
Things to consider in determining the funding 
required would be acquisition of paper records 
or films containing records; need for a 
professional translator and the fee for that 
individual; costs for possible photocopying, 
postage, or shipping. 
 
If the proposal meets the mission and goals of 
JewishGen and is approved for JewishGen-
erosity, it will be added to the Gesher Galicia 
Projects JewishGen-erosity page. 

 

MEMBERSHIP 
 
A total of 132 new members joined Gesher 
Galicia in 1999. As of June 25 we have a total of 
679 paid members. We have members in 38 
states, the District of Columbia, four provinces 
in Canada and in 14 countries on five continents. 
(Anyone know of any Galitzianers in 
Antarctica?)  
 
A special thanks to the following members who 
made donations to Gesher Galicia for 1999-2000 
in amounts above their membership dues.  
 
  #45-Marty Isserlis  
   #53-Leslie Reich 
  #156-Carole Glick Feinberg  
  #204-Steven Leber  
  #259-Robert Talis  
  #387-John Illingworth  
  #410-Errol Schneegurt  
  #519-Jack Greene  
  #524-Mervin Fahn  
  #584-Harvey Krueger  
  #728-Erik Hirschfeld  
  #731-Walter Madura   
  #754-Elias Savada  
  #861-Elaine Berke  
  #899-Ronny Munster  
  #1092-Nadine Wagner  
  #-7-JGS of Georgia 
 
 
MISSION OF INQUIRY BOOK 
GALICIA CHAPTER   
AVAILABLE 
 
“Narrative of a Mission of Inquiry to the Jews 
from the Church of Scotland” was a book 
published in 1842. It was an account of the 
travels of two Church of Scotland missionaries 
in 1830 as they traveled the world to investigate 
the status of Jews. 
 
The book's chapter on Galicia vividly portrays 
the towns they visited and how local Jews 
looked and lived. They mentioned synagogues, 
Jewish practices, religious conflicts, 
characteristics of Jewish-owned inns, trades, 
customs, problems, literacy, education, Jewish 
tombstone art, burial customs and so forth. Few 
individuals were mentioned but one gets a real 
sense of how things were in those days. 
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The 740 pages of the book were interspersed 
with maps, woodcuts of synagogues, churches, 
religious items and local costumes. The chapter 
on Galicia is about 72 pages and was extracted 
by a Gesher Galicia member from Carnegie 
Mellon University who used the chapter as a 
class project for his students in digital printing. 
They created some original materials as well. 
The book is paperback and is nicely bound and 
attractive. 
 
The towns visited and mentioned were Tarnapol, 
Lemberg (Lviv), Brody, Cracow, Zalesczczyky, 
Dzurow, Kopaczynece, Zalosce, Saretsky, 
Podkamien, Sassow, Zloczow, Wola Laska, 
Mosciska, Jaroslaw, Lancut, Rzeszow, 
Ropczyce, Tarnow, Wieliczka, and Bochnia. 
 
Limited copies of the 72 page book (Galicia) are 
available from Gesher Galicia at a cost of US$15 
(to addresses in the U.S. and Canada) and 
US$18 (to addresses in other countries).  Checks 
are made payable to Gesher Galicia and may be 
sent to Shelley Pollero. 
 

GALICIA SIG DISCUSSION 
GROUP 

By Shelley Kellerman Pollero 
 

The Galicia SIG online discussion group mailing 
list continues to grow.  There are almost 600 
subscribers at this time. 
 
Messages posted to the list include 
surname/town queries, geographical and 
historical questions, the do’s and don’ts of 
acquiring records, how to get documents 
translated, success stories and disappointments. 
  
There are a variety of announcements that 
include book publications, lectures of interest, 
monthly Yizkor Book Project updates, new 
JewishGen and JRI-Poland databases, formation 
of town research groups, and Gesher Galicia 
news. 
 
Subscribers can receive individual messages as 
they are posted or they may opt for a daily digest 
that includes (in one e-mail message) all the 
messages of the day with an index listing the 
subject of the messages.  To subscribe, go to 
http://www.jewishgen.org/listserv/sigs.htm 
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